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1 Year 22.6% 12.8%
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Three-year anniversary of the fund
September marks the 3rd anniversary of the fund. It is pleasing to note that according to MoneyMate data, the fund ranks in the top 1% of all
South African unit trusts with at least a 3 year track record. We believe this serves as evidence of our ability to deliver attractive returns to
investors through our methodology of focusing on established international companies with high returns on invested capital, good growth
prospects and operational momentum.

Global Macro
Notwithstanding continued political noise – most notably the North Korean tensions, the rise of the far right in Germany, and even the recent
uprising in Catalonia – global equity markets continued to do well even during a historically “poor calendar period”. This is due to strong
earnings growth and the continued synchronized global economic expansion. The World Index rallied 4.8%, a seventh consecutive quarterly gain,
bringing the year-to-date return to 16%. The more cyclically geared regions of Asia ex-Japan (+28% YTD) and Emerging Markets (+25% YTD)
continue to lead investment returns. Over the 3rd quarter Emerging Markets, Europe and Asia ex-Japan all led regional performance, rallying
between 5% and 7%. The US lagged, with the S&P 500 gaining 3.9%. Leading quarterly global sector performance was Software (8.8%), Materials
(8.3%) and Energy (8.2%). Lagging sectors included Media (-1.3%) and Consumer Staples (-0.7%). There have been few places where you
wouldn’t have made money in global equities, with many sectors gaining 15% or more. The only negative performing sector is Energy (-2.6%
YTD). Globally, technology has been a standout performer, with Software up 31% and Hardware up 27% for the year. In their relentless climb
higher, the largest sell off global equities have suffered has been less than 3%. While these low volatility gains and “high” absolute levels of
indices are causing concern for many investors, we think markets are simply following a very robust earnings environment, with good growth
from companies and little sign of any near-term recession risk. While one could argue that low volatility is a sign of investor complacency – it
may as likely signal an underweight equity position resulting in buying support at the smallest decline. As we have mentioned in the past, global
cash positions remain elevated versus history. Against a positive economic backdrop, the Fed has announced the beginning of “quantitative
tightening” and further interest rate hikes are expected through to the end of 2018. Equally, the ECB is slowing down the pace of its own QE
program. While this shift in monetary support is certainly worth serious consideration for investors, we believe the removal of stimulus will be
slow and thoughtful, and is based directly on solid economic growth. As the economic expansion matures and monetary policy tightens, the risks
of recession will naturally rise, but for now, there are few signs that this is imminent. Investors should bear in mind that it is typical for late stage
economic expansions to deliver strong equity returns. Global earnings revisions remain positive which we take as a key indicator for the
medium-term return prospects for equities.

Portfolio
The fund had an excellent quarter, gaining 8.5% in USD, well ahead of the World Index return of 4.8%. ZAR depreciation enhanced the Rand
return of the portfolio to 12.5%. Regional exposure of the fund (little Asia ex-Japan or Emerging Market exposure) was a “drag” on returns, while
sector specific exposure - overweight technology and no exposure to energy or telecoms - benefitted fund performance. At the stock specific level,

the top contributors over the quarter were Fiat (70%), Boeing (29%) and the pharmaceutical company, AbbVie (24%). These are companies where we
have been invested for more than 1 year. The worst performers were Amazon, Priceline and CBS. We have reduced Amazon exposure and are
exiting CBS. Priceline remains a long-term investment as it has emerged into the most dominant online travel agent (3x its nearest competitor)
with high margins and returns on invested capital. Given the strong returns delivered by the fund and with cognizance to the almost
uninterrupted gain in shares prices and the related low levels of volatility, we have started to build in some down-side protection - buying close
to the money puts. While we have little conviction about an imminent sell-off, remaining positive on equities, the opportunity to buy cheap
optionality is there and seems pragmatic to secure some protection – especially at low cost.
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Top 5 Holdings

Asset allocation

Cash 10%

Total Net Equity 90%

Basic Materials 4%

Consumer Goods 16%

Consumer Services 16%

Financials 7%

Industrials 12%

Health Care 11%

Technology 24%

BlueAlpha BCI Global Equity Fund Quarter ended 30 June 2017

Holdings by Geography

USA 78%

Europe 17%

Asia 5%
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